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Evolution: As two months pass, the xenovirus only grows in lethality, spawning monsters that humanity
simply cannot match. It becomes a race against time before the virus engulfs the planet.
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From Reader Review The Wasteland Chronicles: Omnibus Edition
for online ebook

Mel says

We meet 16 year old Alex living in bunker 108 with his scientist father. Alex is about to go on his first recon
mission (which is the tradition when someone turns 16).
Him and his partner come across someone from another bunker. The man is stabbed and close to death.
What happens when they bring him in (and he is revealed to have the xenovirus) result in the bunker being
decimated and no one but Alex getting out alive.
Alex meets up with Makara after being on his own for a brief period. Then her brother Samuel and a few
other people. They lose their supplies and clothing a little too often for my taste. But, I guess when battling
raiders, monsters, and others in the post apocalypse that's what would happen.
I liked that xenovirus exposed people didn't become zombies. They became a different type of monster.
The writing was tense and, the fight and monster scenes kept me on edge.
Alex's evolution and his seeing things outside of the bunker for the first time is genuine.
I'm looking forward to the next in the series.

anna bryk says

A MUST READ

I have been an avid sci-fi fantasy reader my whole life, I LOVE apocalypse books. This series takes both of
those to the highest level. This series is unbelievably good. This is a must read. I read the first 3 books in less
than a week. This is no ordinary apocalypse book. It has been the most intricate insane spin on any
apocalypse sci-fi fantasy book I’ve ever read. They need to make this into a movie it’s that good!!

Kim says

It just ends in the middle of the story.

It just ends. Nothing is resolved. Stupid. I hate it when an author does that. It's like he just got tired of writing
and quit mid story.

Glynn Jones says

Good Read

Good read if slightly simple. Concept good and capable of development which I assume will one in later



volumes which I have not yet read.

Maggie says

I actually really enjoyed this instalment of "three" (length was more like two and a half) books, but there is
not an ending, and despite hunting for the fourth book in the series I was unable to find it to purchase. It
appears to be unavailable, hence the low score. If I'd have known I wouldn't get to read any of the other
books in the series I wouldn't have read these.

Crystal w says

I had already read the first one in this series and liked it so i got this to finish up the series. I liked it, it is a bit
out there and at some points does slow down a bit but was generally a good story. It did keep my interest and
I did finish it and was happy with the story. It is end of the world book but with some virus and different
creatures.

Cindy S says

This is the first three books in one of series.

The Dark Day, December 3, 2030. The meteor Ragnarok has impacted earth and for the next 30 years, the
wasteland has become increasingly dangerous for the surviving population. Alex has just turned 16, and that
means his name has been put in the lottery and was obligated to go on a recon trip to the wasteland. His
father is a prominent scientist and was among those chosen, with his family, to enter this bunker. He lives in
one of the 144 bunkers that were built underground to hold a privileged few for protection from the meteor,
and he was born in this bunker, #108. What they find out in the desolation will change everything.

"I don't regret anything. Every scar, every memory, has made me who I am......I can't go back to who I was."

Alex will learn about things that he has never experienced living his entire life so far in a self-sustaining
bunker. He will learn of fear, loss, strength, sacrifice, hunger, pain, and courage. He will experience hope for
the last of mankind and their future. He will find beauty in a world he has never known, and fight with all his
being to save it.

George Hyatt says

One of the best series I have seen in a long time perfectly staged from the offset even khloes death (I did let a
tear out) perfectly linked Alex to Anna



Monte says

Interesting world-building premise. Good action.

Glenda Beck says

Another great story

These first three books are great. Introducing the main characters seeing them take on the responsibility to
save the earth from aliens that have sent a virus to prepare the earth for their arrival.

Tim Lumsden says

Enjoyed very much and looking forward to next episode!

Great dystopian tale and struggle against the dangers of post apocalyptic America. Enjoyed the characters,
Alex and his cohorts and their journeys and battles. Sometimes the odds were so against them and the events
unbelievable at times, but most of the time it was easy to get into the story and the scenarios are heroes
engaged in. Good character development, great mystery, excitement and against terrible odds, hope- not only
that they can overcome their enemies and obstacles, but potentially set a course for a better world.. Happy
Reading!!!
Tim

Empress Reece (Hooked on Books) says

The Wasteland Chronicles -Book 1, 2 & 3 The Wasteland Chronicles Omnibus by Kyle West includes the
first 3 books of a 7 book series. The first three books are -Apocalypse, Origins & Evolution. All three books
are fantastic! It's about a post-apocalyptic world after the U.S. was hit by this huge meteor called Ragnarok
that also carried a deadly virus called Xenovirus. As the virus spreads, the survivors that were living in
Bunkers have been forced to live in the harsh wasteland. This was really another pleasant surprise that I
found in the Kobo store. It's pretty action packed and the pacing is on point and the stories are good lengths-
not too long, not too short. Another good thing about it is - it's free! The first three books, The Wasteland
Chronicles Omnibus, are actually free so if you like dystopia/post-apocalyptic survival stories you should
check it out. I know Amazon & Kobo both have it.

Kylie je bias says

Loved it!!

Seriously, this was an amazing book. Such a page Turner! Definitely a must that everyone should read! So



fantastic and I loved how long it was

Ronald K. Mumper says

Enjoyed this book alot. Introduced quite a few characters. It was a real page turner and looking forward to
getting into the rest of the series. Highly recommend.

Peer Jones says

Story for teenagers (or anyone wanting easy read)

Three volume edition, book one sets scheme and I produced characters. Quite a good storyline in volume 1
with maybe too much detail in places. The meteorite was a better plot than majority particularly with a
xenovirus. (Scientific speculation thinks it probable ) The fact that MEL's are being tracked plus it's known
there will be an asteroid doing a 'flyby in a few.years, (returning in 2037?) gives story some.credence.
Character of Alex developed.a little too quickly, at the end of book 3 he's still only 16, just not enough time
to be trained in Various skills. Various scenarios are OTT, even for post apocalypse fiction plus there are
some glaring errors (even allowing for future scientific development ) Overall though, if you don't mind
'filling in the two's it's a good story


